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Extended Abstract 
During the seventies centralized databases were dominant. Technology and cultural 
corporate advance changed the focus to decentralized or distributed databases. 
Distributed databases have a single logical database that is physically distributed and 
supports just one data model and transaction language [4]. A federated database is a 
collection of concurrently interacting heterogeneous databases without an attempt to 
integrate them using a unified schema [7]. This is due to the proliferation of different 
database systems during the past three decades. It has created difficult problems arising 
from the need to access concurrent heterogeneous databases through a single data 
definition and data manipulation language designed under a single data model. There are 
two important points in the above vision: heterogeneity and concurrency.  
Heterogeneity means different data models, transaction languages and schemas [11,13]. 
Hereafter, we focus on the logical level and does not consider physical heterogeneity 
about different lengths of strings, computers, operating systems and networks nor 
implementation issues. However, heterogeneity also means that two different databases, 
with the same data model can have different schemas (i.e. names to denotes different 
concepts such as attributes, relations and relations with different ariety) and operations [9 
,12]. For instance, the attributes telephone of relation ADDRESSBOOK in a database 
DB1 and the attribute Phone of relation AGENDA in a database DB2 are syntactically 
different but denote the same information. We refer to this problem as syntactic 
heterogeneity.  
Consider instead another example. The attribute Mealcost in a relation RESTAURANT 
in a database DB1 that describes the cost of a meal without service charge and tax. The 
database DB2 has relation BOARDING with attribute Mealcost that describes the cost of 
a meal including service charge and tax. We refer to this problem as semantic 
heterogeneity. In this paper we consider syntactic heterogeneity of schemas and 
operations. Indeed, detecting semantic heterogeneity is a difficult problem even in the 
case of the same data model. This is due to the fact that current database schemas do not 
provide enough semantics to interpret data consistently. As we have said, we consider 
heterogeneous databases with the same data model but with different schemas and 
operations. We choose as reference model the well known relational one that has a formal 
and solid foundations. Thus each database of the federation is a relational database, or 
according to [8] each database schema is first converted into an equivalent relational one, 
and the federated schema is constructed as a view of these relational schemas.  
As we have said, another important point is concurrency. Cooperation among databases 
leads to several important problems. For instance, cooperation through attributes and/or 
operations sharing turn into concurrent interactions among databases. Concurrency in 
database context is (historically) related to a community of users that concurrently 
provide transactions to the database.  
Concurrency among transactions allow to support several users that can provide 
transactions to the databases and many important results have been achieved in this 
direction [3]. Interacting databases, instead, lead to an orthogonal concurrency notion, 
that among the databases. Obviously, the two notions are addressing different problems. 
The former is addressing concurrent interactions of users with the database and the latter 
is addressing concurrent interactions of databases. Heterogeneity and concurrency issues 
raise some important questions. How can we homogenize these heterogeneous databases? 
How can we describe the concurrent behavior of the federated databases? These 
questions are hard to answer, mainly for the lack of a formal unifying model to answer 
both the questions. Heterogeneous databases can be handled through category theory [2]. 
Informally, a category is a pair: a collection of objects and a morphism over these 
objects. The objects are databases and the morphisms (function that preserve the structure 
of the objects) are used to handle syntactic heterogeneity through renaming. In addition 
category theory is also well known as a good conceptual tool to model concurrency [5]. 
Thus the important advantage of category theory is that it brings together heterogeneity 
and concurrency concepts in a unifying language. This is the main motivation to use 
category theory in our approach. Finally, categories reflect a computational model that 
can be used to build a software tool for aiding multidatabase designers to handle the 
above mentioned heterogeneity and concurrency problems. We note that concurrent 
interacting databases mirror interacting processes or objects, where cooperation is 
provided by means of operation sharing [6]. This view drives us to use as much as 
possible the concepts and models already developed in the concurrency area and extend 
them whenever the original is not sufficient for our context.  
At this point we should clarify the difference between parallel and concurrent systems. 
Any sequential language, for instance Datalog, can be parallelized, and research is 
devoted to effective way of doing so [10]. Nevertheless, Datalog, whether executed 
sequentially or in parallel, should not be termed a concurrent language. According to 
Harel and Pnueli [9], we call concurrent system one whose components maintain 
continuous interaction at least with each other and possibly also with the environment.  
The contribution of this paper is to provide a formal model for concurrent heterogeneous 
databases. We consider a simple, yet practically useful, notion of heterogeneity based on 
different database schema and operation names. The proposed model allows us to 
homogenize different attributes, relations and operations and consider the concurrent 
interaction among databases. For our purpose a database is made of a static part, that is its 
schema and database instance and a dynamic part expressing the set of operations and the 
sequences of operations forming the legal transactions of the database. The generality of 
our approach is to consider an abstract database model, yet practically useful, based on 
the relational data model. Moreover, our approach to handle heterogeneity through 
categories turn into a practical one and this can be used to build tools to aid multidatabase 
designers. In addition, considering databases as extended processes we can take 
advantage of a large body of results and techniques already developed in the concurrency 
area [1].  
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